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B.T.E.O.T.Y.W.B.A.T:

✦ discuss writing

✦ share an understanding with the Collins 
Writing Program

✦ understand Department of Education Rubrics

✦ apply rubrics to student writing

✦ create rubrics at Rubistar



Why Writing?



The Collins Writing 
Program

✦ over 20 years old

✦ a model for writing across the curriculum and 
writing to learn

✦ students explore, engage in and apply new 
information as they write



Thinking on Paper

✦ use of frequent, usually short, writing 
assignments to increase students’ involvement 
in lessons

✦ teachers can check on student understanding of 
concepts as they promote their own thinking 
about the content.



Students may be asked to:

✦ list relevant information they already know about a 
topic before it is presented to them

✦ put a concept from the text or another source into their 
own words by learning how to paraphrase

✦ make connections between a concept learned with 
experiences from their lives

✦ explain how ideas are similar or different.



The Five Types of Writing

Type I:  Capture Ideas -Getting ideas to paper/
Brain-storming and creating lists (one draft 
assessed by checks and minuses)

Type 2: Respond Correctly - Response/showing 
what a writer knows, a correct answer to a 
specific question

Type 3:  Edit For Focus Correction Areas- Students 
write about the content-area and demonstrate at 
least three Specific Standards known as focus 
content areas (FCAs).  Student reads writing to 
themselves and checks for the correction areas 
the teacher is aiming for.



Type 4: Peer Edit- Writing that is read 
by someone else.  Peer editors give 
feedback on the writing and check for 
FCAs

Type 5:  Publishing- Multiple drafts 
saved and published draft is read by 
people outside of the classroom.



uses clear topic sentences and a strong 
introduction and conclusion

explains ideas with sufficient/relevant details

uses content specific vocabulary

Varies sentences

uses end marks and commas correctly

includes graphic illustrations with labels

Focus Correction Area



FCAs:

are specific to the content teacher assigning 
the task

should be defined for students using rubrics

allow students to know, specifically, what 
skills the teachers is looking for



Break Out Sessions
Session One:  Looking at Writing Samples using 
Scoring Rubrics

Session Two:  Exploring ELA sample responses and 
scores

Session Three: Using Rubistar to create rubrics


